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Non-linear elastic properties of the lingual and facial tissues
assessed by indentation technique

Application to the biomechanics of speech production
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Abstract

This paper aims at characterizing the mechanical behavior of two human anatomical structures, namely the tongue and the cheek. For this,
an indentation experiment was provided, by measuring the mechanical response of tongue and cheek tissues removed from the fresh cadaver
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of a 74 year old woman. Non-linear relationships were observed between the force applied to the tissues and the corresponding dis
To infer the mechanical constitutive laws from these measurements, a finite element (FE) analysis was provided. This analys
simulating the indentation experiment. An optimization process was used to determine the FE constitutive laws that provided the
force/displacements observed during the indentation experiments. The tongue constitutive law was used for simulations provided
biomechanical model of the human tongue. This dynamical model was designed to study speech production. Given a set of tongu
commands, which levels correspond to the force classically measured during speech production, the FE model successfully si
main tongue movements observed during speech data.
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1. Introduction

The movements of the speech articulators, the jaw, the
tongue, the velum, the lips and the vocal folds, together with
the air-flow propagation from the lungs to the lips, are the
physical basis of speech production. Their time and ampli-
tude characteristics determine the temporal variation of the
acoustical and visual signals of speech, which are in turn
the physical stimuli that will be used by the listeners to per-
ceive and understand speech. Consequently, to study and
model, from a cognitive point of view, the speech commu-
nication process, and especially the interaction between pro-
duction and perception, it is essential to clarify the following
questions:

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +33 456 520001; fax: +33 456 520055.
E-mail address: Yohan.Payan@imag.fr (Y. Payan).

(1) To which extent do the physical properties of the spe
articulators constrain the articulatory trajectories o
time and, then, the time variation of the acoustic
visual signals?[1,2]

(2) How can the central nervous system impose speech
cific properties to the articulatory movements in orde
convey the linguistic information that is the essenc
speech communication?[3]

(3) Do the auditory and visual human perception system
knowledge about the physical properties of the sp
apparatus to analyse and interpret the articulatory
acoustic speech signals?[4,5].

In addition, just like the car driver who needs to have s
ideas about the way his car behaves on the road, in ord
control it, it is necessary for the speakers to have some
resentations of the way their speech articulators respo
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motor commands, in order to produce intelligible speech.
Therefore, to understand speech motor control, a key issue
concerns the complexity of these representations in the speak-
ers’ mind. To address this issue, it is necessary for us, first, to
characterize which are the physical properties of the speech
articulators, and, second, to test to which extent simplified
representations of these properties are compatible with the
time and position accuracy requirements of speech commu-
nication[6–8].

For all these reasons, our research group has been work-
ing for the last 10 years on the design of a biomechanical
model of the speech production apparatus and on models of
speech motor control[1,9,10]. As concerns biomechanical
modeling, the main efforts have been firstly devoted to the
tongue[1,10]that is the most important and the most complex
articulator of the vocal tract, and secondly to the face[11].
The study presented in this paper contributes to this general
project as it aims at characterizing as realistically as possible
the elasticity properties of the tongue and the cheeks. Since
we aim at testing speech motor control models by driving
biomechanical models and by comparing simulations with
data collected on human speakers[12], such an elastic char-
acterization is a major challenge, to ensure the reliability of
our approach.
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Fig. 1. Indentation device with human tongue being indented in the middle.

hypothesis since tissue elongation as large as 200% (respec-
tively 160% for tongue contraction) were reported. Therefore,
a large strain framework seems necessary for an accurate
modeling of tongue tissues. Concerning facial tissues, such
a large strain-modeling framework does not seem so clearly
necessary. Indeed, no measurement was provided in the liter-
ature for facial tissues elongation and/or contraction during
speech production.

The choice between a linear and a non-linear constitutive
law for tongue and/or face tissues, is much more delicate.
Over the past decade, several experimental and theoretical
joined studies have been made, in order to characterize the
mechanical behavior of ex vivo tissue samples such as skin
[15,16], brain [17], liver [18], kidney [19], or heart[20].
Unfortunately, to our knowledge, no experimental data were
provided concerning the mechanical behavior of the tongue
or the face.

For this reason, a set of indentation experiments has been
carried out on a tongue and a cheeks piece collected on a
fresh human cadaver. This experimental work is going to be
presented in the next section. A non-linear constitutive law
has been derived from those experiments and the procedure
that we set up in this aim will be explained in Section4.
The last section introduces the 3D dynamical finite element
model of the human tongue that is used to study speech motor
control, assuming a large strain framework and integrating the
r
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. Biomechanical modeling of the biological soft
issues: a continuum approach

From continuum mechanics perspective, stress, s
nd displacement fields of human soft tissues are piec
ontinuous functions of space coordinates and time.
artial differential equations (PDE) that governs con
um mechanics are numerically solved over a piece
iscretization of the domain, usually by means of
nite element method[13]. Two modeling assumptions a
sually made, which make the numerical resolution m
r less complex and time consuming. The first assum
oncerns the maximal level of strain that can be obse
nside the body. If this level is less than 10% (i.e. if
ny elementary vector inside the body its length does
ary by a factor that is superior to 0.1), the “small stra
ypothesis can be made, which assumes a linear geom
esolution of PDE. Otherwise, a “large strain” framew
s necessary, which means a much more complex reso
f the numerical system. The second assumption con

he so-called “rheology” of the body, i.e. the “mechanic
elation between strain and stress (the term “constit
aw” is also used). If this relation can be assumed to
inear, an elasticity tensor is computed to link the st
nd strain tensors. On the contrary, if a linear law does
ccount properly for the mechanical behavior of the tissu
on-linear law can be chosen to account for the hypere
ehavior of soft tissues (see[13] for more details).

In the case of lingual tissues, the measurements pro
y Napadow et al.[14] definitively discard the “small strain
l

ealistic non-linear constitutive law described in Section4.

. Indentation experiment

An indentation experiment aims at estimating the c
titutive law of a material. The method consists in exer
calibrated pressure onto the material and simultane

ecording the corresponding deformations. Measurem
rovided here have been achieved by using an indent
evice from the EnduratecTM Company (Fig. 1). This device
hich will be referred later in the paper as Endurate
uilt to characterize the properties of a material with
igidity and a size on the order of a few centimeters.
ontrolled via electro-magnetic actuators and sensors. T
ctuators can drive a thin plate of metal or jaws for the
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Fig. 2. Results of indentation (forward and backward path) for cheek tissues
directly measured from indenting device.

case, respectively, in pressure or in traction. The advantage of
such actuators is to guarantee a great accuracy either in load
or in displacement. Indeed, Enduratec gives the possibility to
monitor the load with 0.02 N steps or the displacement with
1�m steps. Nevertheless, this device is not able to apply load
larger than 225 N and displacement exceeding 13 mm. It is
therefore well adapted to the study of soft tissue properties,
since their rigidity is relatively low.

For this experiment, the tongue and a piece of the cheek
were removed from the fresh cadaver of a 74 year old woman.
The indentation experiment was run less than 24 h after death,
in order to limit tissue deterioration. Tongue was indented at
ambient temperature, a little less than normal human body
temperature. This temperature gap was assumed not to affec
mechanical tissues properties, assuming that their thermal
dilatation coefficients are low. The Enduratec jaws have been
used to hold a 14 mm radius cylinder, in order to apply a
vertical load on the tongue or cheek tissues. The load case
applied on the soft tissues consisted in a linear ramp com-
posed of single steps. Between two successive steps, a load
increase of 0.1 N was achieved. A few seconds break had
to be observed after each step to allow the tissues to effec-
tively reach the measured equilibrium displacement of the
0.1 N step. Loads were applied from 0.1 to 0.8 N, the maxi-
mum load being chosen in order not to deteriorate the fibre
structures. The displacement measured at each step and th
c g the
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ing of the soft tissues during the loading. The high complexity
of facial tissues, made of uneven layers of skin, fat and mus-
cle, can also explain the variability.

Because of this observed variability and because tongue
modeling is the main focus of our speech production study, it
was decided to carry out the tongue indentation experiment
with more specificities. Tongue being covered with a layer of
mucosa, it was chosen to measure separately the mechanical
properties of the mucosa and those of the tongue body, mainly
composed of muscles. Indeed, the mucosa that can surround
anatomical structures is often known as having different stiff-
ness than the inner part of the structure (see, for example, the
liver, where the stiffness of the Glisson capsule is higher than
the one of the parenchyma tissues[18]). Two types of inden-
tations were therefore successively carried out: the first was
applied to the whole tongue (including the mucosa); for the
second one, the mucosa layer was removed and the remaining
part was indented. In each case, the indentation was made at
the rear and at the front of the tongue, in order to test the pos-
sible limits of the assumption of isotropy that was primarily
chosen in the first version of our 3D tongue model[10]. In
summary, four different indentation experiments were made:
(1) front of the tongue, with mucosa; (2) front of the tongue,
without mucosa; (3) rear of the tongue, with mucosa; (4) rear
of the tongue, without mucosa. For each experiment, five
round load cases (progressive loading and unloading) were
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orresponding load are plotted to get the curve showin
isplacement as a function of the load. It gives an estim
f the tissues stiffness.

Fig. 2plots results from five round load cases (progres
oading and unloading) measured with a pressure exert
he middle of the same cheek specimen. The results
ut that the relationship between the load imposed to th
ues and the resulting displacement is non-linear. For
ondition the upper part of the curve corresponds to the
ression from load 0 N to load 0.8 N, while the lower p
raws the behavior during the release.

As a first observation, one can notice the high variabilit
hese indentation results provided for the cheek specim
lear hysteresis effect is observed, probably due to the c
t

e

arried out.Fig. 3plots the results obtained for the four exp
ments. Here again, we can notice the non-linear mecha
ehavior of the tissues.

. A constitutive law for the tongue tissues: finite
lement analysis

The indentation experiment itself does not provide
onstitutive law of the material. Indeed, the measurem
nly give the relationship between the local force app

o the external surface of the body and the resulting
lacement. To get the constitutive law from this indenta
xperiment, i.e. the global relationship that can be assu
etween strain and stress inside the body, an optimiz
lgorithm based on an “analysis by synthesis” strategy was
laborated. It consisted in (1) assuming a given constit

aw, (2) building a finite element analysis (FEA) of the ind
ation experiment, (3) comparing the simulations prov
y this FEA with the indentation measurements, (4) u

his comparison to propose a change of the constitutive
hat should make the FEA simulations and the measurem
loser, and (5) starting again with (2) up to the point wh
he comparison carried out in (3) gives satisfactory resu

.1. Choice for a constitutive law

According to Fung[15], a hyperelastic material seems
e well adapted for human soft tissues. A material is sa
e hyperelastic if it is possible to find a functionW, called the
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Fig. 3. Results of indentation for the front (bottom panels) and rear (top panels) parts of the tongue, with (right panels) and without mucosa (left panels);
squares represent the average values of the measures for each force level; vertical bars indicate the corresponding standard deviation.

strain-energy function, the derivative of which with respect
to the strain tensorε equals the stress tensorσ. Among the
various strain-energy functions which can describe such a
mechanical response[21], we focused on the incompress-
ible two parameter Yeoh strain-energy functionW, already
used to characterize tissues and living cells[22,23]. This
strain-energy function is given by the following analytical
expression[21]:

W = a10(I1 − 3) + a20(I1 − 3)2 (1)

where a10 and a20 are the two material constants (hav-
ing a unit of stress), whileI1 is the first invariant of the
right Cauchy–Green strain tensorC (I1 = Trace(C)). From
this strain-energyW, it is therefore possible to compute the
stress/strain relationship, i.e. the material constitutive law.

4.2. Finite element analysis of the indentation
experiment

Computations of the cylindrical indenter displacement
induced by increasing value of the applied force were per-
formed using a finite element (FE) approach (ANSYS 5.7
software, ANSYS Inc., Cannonsburg, PA, USA). The FE
method is a computerized technique dividing a complex
structure into small sections (elements) so that simpler func-
t tions.

A refinement of the present numerical analysis consisted
in taking into account the progressive increase in contact
area between the indenter and the tissue medium as the
indenter displacement increases. We meshed with specific
elements two potential contact surfaces, thanks to the “rigid-
to-flexible” elements provided in ANSYS software. The
indenter surface was treated as rigid, since it had actually a
much higher stiffness than the deformable tissues. The con-
tact algorithm selected to solve our problem is the Augmented
Lagrangian method. This method computes the additional
nodal forces that avoid the penetration of the solid indenter
in the soft tissue elements. Due to the symmetry of revolution
of the mechanical properties of lingual tissues, of the inden-
ter, of the specimen geometries, and of boundary conditions,
the computations were performed on a quarter of the speci-
men. The following displacement conditions were imposed
on the tissue boundaries: (i) zero displacement, modeling full
attachment to the basal plane, was imposed to the lingual tis-
sues in contact with the base; (ii) zero stress conditions were
assumed for the external upper free surface; (iii) zero nor-
mal displacement conditions were imposed on the sections
belonging to the planes of symmetry; (iv) free boundary con-
ditions for the lateral surfaces.

In order to derive the mechanical properties of the
mucosa and of the inner tongue tissues from the experiments
described below, two numerical analyses were performed:
t lone,
ions may be used to derive the strain and stress distribu
 he first simulated the indentation of the inner tissues a
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Fig. 4. Mesh used for numerical simulation of the indentation. Free boundary
conditions are considered, except when explicitly indicated on the figure.

while the second considered the bi-layer structure including
the mucosa.Fig. 4 presents the FE mesh (a quarter of the
specimen of tongue with mucosa) that was used for the simu-
lation of the indentation experiment. One can see, at the top of
the mesh, the thin layer of elements that models the mucosa.

4.3. Constitutive law: fitting the FE simulations with the
indentation measurements

An iterative algorithm (integrated in the ANSYS software)
was defined to computea10 anda20 values that confer to the
FE material a mechanical behavior close to the one described
by the indentation measurements. It was not possible to com-
pute the two coefficientsa10 anda20 in a serial way, as they
are not totally independent from each other. Knowing that
a10 mainly influences the linear part of the constitutive law
(corresponding to small deformations), the first measurement
point (the 0.1 N load) was used to iteratively infer thea10.
Similarly, the last measurement point (the 0.8 N load) was
used to infer the initiala20 value. Our guess was that finding
a10 anda20 values by only fitting the two extreme points (0.1
and 0.8 N points) would be sufficient to get a global fitting
of the curves, which is satisfactory for the whole domain of
variation of the load.

Let n be the step number of the iterative algorithm,a10 n
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Fig. 5. Top: convergence curves for each measurement point. Bottom: exam-
ple of the deformation of the FE structure in the simulated indentation.

a20 will modify the simulated displacement for 0.1 N, another
optimization ofa10 is made. The whole process is repeated
until both convergence criteria are reached:|u1 n − U1| <α

and |u8 n − U8| <β. Under this condition, we obtained for
the eight simulated displacements a maximum relative error
of 1.5%, representing a maximum of 80�m absolute error
on displacement. At this iteration (n = 50) it was consid-
ered that the optimal parameter values were reached and that
a10 = a10 n anda20 = a20 n.

Fig. 5 (top panel) plots the convergence curves provided
by the iterative fitting algorithm toward each of the eight mea-
sured displacements (for the rear of the tongue and without
mucosa). As can be seen, each of the eight targets is very
well approximated within fifty iterations. The bottom panel
of Fig. 5plots the finite element simulations of the indenta-
tion experiment provided with the corresponding constitutive
law.

Fig. 6 superposes the constitutive laws derived from the
optimization process with each of the four indentation exper-
iments measurements. As can be seen, the non-linear laws
extracted from the optimization algorithm are consistent with
nda20 n the strain-energy parameters andu1 n andu8 n the
E simulated displacements respectively for a 0.1 N a
.8 N load. LetU1 andU8 be the target displacements m
ured during the indentation experiment, respectively
.1 N and a 0.8 N load. As we assume thata10 linearly deter
ines the displacement for small loads,a10 n+1 at iteration
+ 1 can be computed as:

10 n+1 = a10 n

u1 n

U1
(2)

The computation ofa20 n+1 is made as follows.
u8 n| > |U8|, i.e. if the simulated displacement is larger t
he measured one, it means that, in the non-linear par
aterial is not stiff enough, anda20 n has to be increase
n the contrary, if|u8 n| < |U8|, a20 n has to be decrease
wo convergence criteria,α and β, were defined, respe
ively for u1 n and u8 n. In a first step, the value ofa10 is
ptimized until |u1 n − U1| <α; then, in a second step, t
alue ofa20 is updated one time. As the change of valu
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Fig. 6. Force/displacements curves obtained with the optimal constitutive laws (dashed line) with mucosa (right panels) and without mucosa (left panels); the
results of the indentation experiment are superimposed (seeFig. 3for details).

Table 1
Results of the iterative algorithm:a10 anda20 values obtained for each of
the four tongue indentation experiments

a10 value (Pa) a20 value (Pa)

Front part of the tongue 190 87
Rear part of the tongue 199 89
Rear part of the tongue without mucosa 193 92
Front part of the tongue without mucosa 184 95

Mean value 191.5 90.6
Standard deviation 6.2 3.5

the data provided by the measurements.Table 1summarizes
the a10 and a20 values thus obtained for each of the four
different conditions.

Given the accuracy of the measurement, it can be con-
sidered that the differences between the parameter values
inferred with and without mucosa are not significant. As
a consequence, a single constitutive law was adopted for
the whole tongue body (a10 = 191.5 anda20 = 90.6), without
adding a specific layer of elements to simulate the mechanics
of the mucosa.

5. A 3D finite element model of the human tongue

The constitutive law thus inferred from the indentation
experiments was used in the 3D biomechanical model that

we are currently developing. The model consists of a 3D
finite element mesh (Fig. 7) that was designed on the basis of
anatomical data extracted from the Visible Human Project®’s
female data set, and of morphological studies of tongue mus-
culature. The design procedure of this mesh is described in
details in[10]. Tongue muscle arrangement within the FE
mesh is modeled by individual sets of adjacent elements. In
addition, a main fibres direction was defined for each muscle
within the associated set of elements. In order to facilitate
further quantitative comparisons of simulations with experi-
mental data collected on real speakers, the external geometry
of the initial mesh was matched to the 3D tongue shape of a
human speaker, while preserving the internal structure. Refer-
ence data on the speaker consisted in the association of MRI
images, CT scans (for bony structures like jaw and hyoid
bone), and a plaster cast of the palate optically scanned to
digitize the information.

The model was tested with force levels compatible with
speech movements. Muscle activations were functionally
modeled by an external generator that applies forces on the
nodes of each set of elements. The generated forces are ori-
ented along the main fibres direction and they are mostly
concentrated at the two muscle extremities in this direction
(see[1] for more details about this functional muscle model).
The duration of each simulation is 120 ms and the forces
are applied as a step function for all simulations. The gen-
e listic
ral behavior of the model is satisfactory, since very rea
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Fig. 7. Side and sagittal views of the 3D finite element mesh.

tongue deformations have been obtained with realistic level
of forces and within realistic durations[10,24]. In order to
illustrate that simulations obtained with the model can help
understanding how the central nervous system controls the
tongue during speech production, two examples of results
are presented.

The first simulation was achieved with a 2 N force gener-
ated by the posterior genioglossus (GGp) and a 0.2 N force
generated by the anterior genioglossus (GGa). The resulting
tongue shape is shown onFig. 8. The posterior genioglossus
is known [25] to be the main muscle involved in the pro-
duction of vowel [i]. The vocal tract geometry classically
observed for this vowel corresponds to a front articulation,
with a large pharyngeal cavity and a constriction in the alveo-
palatal region. In addition, in the constriction region and still
for [i], the tongue shape in the coronal plane is characterized
by a grooving, the central part of the tongue being lower than
the sides. Former simulations with the model of the impact
of GGP on the tongue shape did generate the expected front
articulation, but no grooving of the tongue could be observed
[24]. On the other hand, simulations of the impact of the GGa
did show a grooving of the tongue together with a lowering

F 0.5 N
f tails).

and a backward displacement of the tongue. For this reason,
in order to properly simulate the articulation of vowel [i], we
tested the impact of both muscles simultaneously with a larger
activation of the GGp, in order to reach the front articulation
and the grooving.Fig. 8 shows that under these conditions,
the tongue is pushed forward and high in the alveolar region,
and that a grooving exists in the front part of the tongue. This
simulation demonstrates thus that the grooving of the tongue
for [i] is not the result of the only activation of the GGp, but
rather the consequence of the combined activation of GGp
and GGa.

The second simulation was obtained with a 0.5 N force
generated by the superior longitudinalis (SL). This muscle
known to be activated during the production of alveolar stops
such as [t] where the tongue tip is in contact with the palate
in the alveolar region. The final tongue shape is depicted on
Fig. 9. As expected a clear elevation of the tongue tip can be
observed. However, it can also be observed that the tongue

F ched
w

ig. 8. 3D view of the final tongue shape reached with a 2 N and a
orce produced respectively by the GGp and the GGa (see text for de
ig. 9. 3D view (from the left hand side) of the final tongue shape rea
ith a 0.5 N force produced by the superior longitudinalis.
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dorsum is high in the velar region, which is not compatible
with data on the production of [t] in all vowel contexts except
with [i]. It can be concluded that the production of [t] neces-
sitates not only the activation of SL, but also the activation of
other muscles that will flatten the tongue in the velar region,
such as the middle part of the Genioglossus, GGm.

6. Conclusion and prospects

In order to use physical models of the speech produc-
tion apparatus to test hypotheses about speech motor control
and to understand how speech perception could make use of
knowledge about the physical properties of speech articula-
tors, we have to rely on a realistic account of these properties.
In this paper, we have presented an experimental approach
based on an indentation procedure to characterize how tongue
and facial tissues deform when forces in the muscle force
magnitude are applied to them. We have shown that hypere-
lastic non-linear functions allow a good account of the data,
even if this study is a very preliminary one with some lim-
itations: (1) an isotropic and homogeneous behavior of the
tissues is assumed whereas the mechanical complexity of
lingual and facial tissues is well known (interwoven muscle
fibers, layers of skin, fat); (2) a unique specimen of tongue
and cheek tissues was indented whereas it is known that the
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